
 400+ Power Words for your Cold Email Subject Lines
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What are Power Words?

“Power words” are words of persuasion used to trigger a 
favorable emotional or psychological response in the 
reader. They engage the reader’s imagination  

Using Power Words, you can transform a bland, run of the 
mill, boring subject line into an irresistible magnet. Cast a 
spell on your prospects and make them zoom in on your 
little cold email and ignore the other emails in their inbox.

One nifty, well chosen, power word can orchestrate a 
variety of emotions even before your prospect starts 
reading your email content. Whether you want to establish 
your self as a trust worthy partner or arouse curiosity or 
make them tingle with fear, Power words can help you 
trigger that emotion.

Read on to understand how you can trigger 5 different 
emotional responses by picking from over 400 power 
words.
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Curiosity

Here are some examples of cold email subject lines that appeal to curiosity: 

• Use this unconventional method to delight your customers 

• Behind the scenes story of how we grew our blog traffic by 100x 

• 5 undiscovered ways to get more leads 

• The insane process that we followed to get more backlinks 

• A confession and a request 

• The secret to reducing your churn 
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Trust

 
Examples of subject lines that can make your prospects trust you: 

• Try our best selling product 

• Lifetime access to top experts in your industry 

• Our best performing templates 

• Our official email marketing playbook 

• 4 tools that bring results now 
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Vanity

Sample cold email subject lines that appeal to vanity:  

• Dazzle your audience with these powerpoint templates 

• Send cold emails like a boss 

• Knock out your competition – and get more search traffic 

• Create epic content with this content calendar 
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Simplicity

Sample cold email subject lines that appeal to simplicity: 

• Effortless lead generation 

• Simplify your marketing attribution 

• Publish your next book in no time 

• Automate your marketing in under 5 minutes 

• Simplify your legal compliance 

• On demand content marketing for your business 
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Fear

Sample cold email subject lines that appeal to the sense of fear:  

• Don’t let network outages cripple your service 

• A painful meltdown waiting to happen 

• Your marketing budget need not be a gamble 

• Don’t let toxic reviews hurt your business 


